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Abstract Equations based on surface renewal (SR) analysis to estimate the sensible heat ﬂux (H) require
as input the mean ramp amplitude and period observed in the ramp-like pattern of the air temperature
measured at high frequency. A SR-based method to estimate sensible heat ﬂux (HSR-LST) requiring only lowfrequency measurements of the air temperature, horizontal mean wind speed, and land-surface temperature as input was derived and tested under unstable conditions over a heterogeneous canopy (olive grove).
HSR-LST assumes that the mean ramp amplitude can be inferred from the difference between land-surface
temperature and mean air temperature through a linear relationship and that the ramp frequency is related
to a wind shear scale characteristic of the canopy ﬂow. The land-surface temperature was retrieved by integrating in situ sensing measures of thermal infrared energy emitted by the surface. The performance of
HSR-LST was analyzed against ﬂux tower measurements collected at two heights (close to and well above the
canopy top). Crucial parameters involved in HSR-LST, which deﬁne the above mentioned linear relationship,
were explained using the canopy height and the land surface temperature observed at sunrise and sunset.
Although the olive grove can behave as either an isothermal or anisothermal surface, HSR-LST performed
close to H measured using the eddy covariance and the Bowen ratio energy balance methods. Root mean
square differences between HSR-LST and measured H were of about 55 W m22. Thus, by using multitemporal
thermal acquisitions, HSR-LST appears to bypass inconsistency between land surface temperature and the
mean aerodynamic temperature. The one-source bulk transfer formulation for estimating H performed reliable after calibration against the eddy covariance method. After calibration, the latter performed similar to
the proposed SR-LST method.

1. Introduction
A reliable quantiﬁcation of evapotranspiration (ET) ﬂuxes is crucial in several hydrological and agrometeorological applications, including drought monitoring and agricultural water management [e.g., Allen
et al., 2005; Anderson et al., 2011; Mu et al., 2013]. To estimate ET at regional or larger scales, it is common to
utilize modeling approaches rather than observations, mainly because sparse measurement networks are
unable to capture the spatial variability of the moisture ﬂux. Ideally, ET models should be able to perform
robustly under a variety of conditions and to exploit readily available data sets.
A widely adopted class of methods for ET assessment is based on the use of land-surface temperature (LST)
within the framework of surface energy balance (SEB) [Norman et al. 1995; Bastiaanssen et al. 1998; Su,
2000]. LST-based approaches commonly exploit a variety of remote sensing LST data [Kalma et al., 2008],
ranging from images collected by satellite and airborne platforms to local records from in situ sensors. Overall, these methods have the common feature of adopting LST as a proxy variable that quantiﬁes the effects
of water availability on vegetated land.
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In LST-based applications, the latent heat ﬂux (kET) is often determined as a residual of a simpliﬁed SEB, in
which the available energy at the surface, given by the difference between the net radiation (Rn) and the
soil heat ﬂux (G), is partitioned between kET and sensible heat ﬂux (H) [e.g., Allen et al., 2005]. Even if LST
plays an important role in determining the upwelling long-wave component of Rn as well as surface
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boundary conditions of the soil temperature proﬁle to estimate G [Crago and Qualls, 2014], it is largely
accepted that its main role in residual SEB models is in the modeling of H ﬂuxes.
Over homogeneous surfaces (including either full canopies or bare soils), SEB can be applied under the
assumption of isothermal surfaces; in this simple case, the aerodynamic temperature (T0) and the LST have
often been assumed as identical for operational purposes [Norman and Becker, 1995] and the one-source
bulk transfer formulation based on Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory (MOST) has been used to estimate H
starting from the temperature gradient between the land surface and the air temperature at a certain
height (TZ). Integration of the temperature gradient involves the parameter kB21 which often has been presumed fairly constant. However, for more than ﬁve decades the parameter kB21 has been a matter of basic
research because its behavior and parameterization beyond neutral cases is not well understood [Kustas
et al., 1989; Castellvı et al., 2014].
In most operational applications, however, the hypothesis of homogeneous surface is violated, even when
high resolution thermal data are used; this is particularly true over agricultural landscapes characterized by
fragmented crops. Heterogeneous canopies generally behave as anisothermal surfaces; therefore, LST and
T0 are in general not equal and their relationship is ill-deﬁned, as are the surface roughness parameters
[Blyth and Dolman, 1995; Haverd et al., 2010]. Empirical approaches have been proposed to correct LST or
roughness parameterization to allow estimating H from LST observations acquired over heterogeneous
surfaces [Boulet et al., 2012; Chehbouni et al., 1996]; however, these approaches have limited applicability
due to their empirical nature.
Heterogeneous crops are better described by the two-source bulk transfer modeling approach, which is
preferable to the one-source formulation for these cases. In the two-source approaches, the total H ﬂuxes
above the canopy are quantiﬁed by integrating the contributions coming from soil and vegetation and
resolving analytically the relation between LST and T0 based on the fraction occupied by each source, as in
the two-source energy balance (TSEB) model proposed by Norman et al. [1995]. Although TSEB removes the
need for empirical correction factors, some assumptions are required to obtain a closed form for solving the
system of equations (e.g., use of a simpliﬁed formulation for vegetation transpiration [Priestley and Taylor,
1972]) and, in general, a higher number of parameters and a more complex parameterization are needed.
Independently from the adopted modeling framework (i.e., one- or two- source), the accuracy of H estimates is directly affected by the reliability of LST observations, which is a function of calibration and correction procedure of the raw thermal data [e.g., Jacob et al., 2004]. While some problems are limited only to
satellite and airborne data, others are common to all thermal measurements (i.e., including in situ sensing).
Satellite LST estimates are commonly affected by atmospheric emission, absorption, and scattering that
need to be removed from the observed signal; other common corrections of all the thermal data are related
to the divergence of actual surface emissivity from the ideal black body [Schmugge, 2006]. Despite all the
efforts to develop algorithms suitable for correcting atmospheric inﬂuence on thermal remote sensing data
[e.g., Berk et al., 1998; Wan and Dozier, 1996; Gillespie et al., 1998] and accurately estimating surface emissivity [e.g., Dash et al., 2002; Schmugge et al., 2001], the highest LST accuracy is generally on the order of
~z and Sobrino, 2007; Morillas et al., 2013]. This accuracy is often
1–1.5 K [Gillespie et al., 1998; Jimenez-Muno
comparable with the magnitude of the temperature gradient driving H [Norman et al., 2000]; thus, the absolute accuracy of LST becomes a relevant source of uncertainty in SEB approaches [Liu et al., 2007], and the
adoption of a method to minimize inconsistency between LST and TZ data is a crucial step for a reliable H
estimation.
A solution to this problem, based on a time-differential application of TSEB within the Atmosphere-Land
Exchange Inverse (ALEXI) model, was proposed by Anderson et al. [1997]; however, this approach requires
additional inputs, such as the availability of an early morning atmospheric temperature proﬁle. A simpliﬁed
version of this approach was proposed by Norman et al. [2000], the dual-temperature-difference (DTD)
method, which exploits the change in air temperature observations at two times of the day. In Guzinski
et al. [2013] this method showed some potential related to the use of day-night LST observations.
Surface renewal SR analysis (pioneered by Paw et al. [1995]) for estimating the ﬂux of a scalar is grounded
on the scalar conservation equation and assumes that the turbulent exchange on any scalar is driven by the
regular replacement of a parcel of air in contact with the sources in the surface where the exchange occurs.
SR analysis is an alternative to MOST-based formulation because it is based on different principles and
CASTELLVI ET AL.
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operates in both the roughness
and inertial sublayers. From a
pseudo-Lagrangian point of
view, the Figure 1 shows the
key idea of the SR method for
estimating H. In the top plot in
Figure 1 is sketched the SR process by assuming that a coherent structure is capable to
explain most of H [Gao et al.,
1989; Paw et al., 1995; Hongyan
et al., 2004]; a parcel of air, originally traveling above the surface with a temperature Tb,
suddenly sweeps down to the
surface. Therefore, it remains in
contact with the surface for a
given period (ramp duration)
which includes three phases:
after a quiescent phase during
which the temperature of the
parcel of air is still close to that
observed at the original height
(i.e., Tb), the parcel gradually
warms (warming phase) until,
by continuity, it is replaced by
another parcel of air coming
from aloft (ejection phase). The
Figure 1. (top) Cartoon of a parcel of air illustrating the renewal process. (bottom) For
parcel of air ejected represents
unstable conditions, ideal time course of the air temperature measured at Z for the posian injection of heat into the
tions shown in the top plot (ramp model). A parcel of air with temperature Tb traveling
above the surface (1) suddenly descends to the surface (2) and, after a quiescent period
atmosphere. For a given period
(3), it gradually warms (4), until it is replaced by another parcel of air. AZ is the ramp ampliof time (e.g., half-hour), several
tude and s is the total ramp duration. The ramp model assumes that the parcel of air is
ejections take place, which
uniformly heated.
explains the ramp-like pattern
observed in the time series of the air temperature measured at high frequency. Figure 1 (bottom) shows a
ramp model, which is an ideal time course of the temperature of the parcel of air along the total ramp duration. The ramp model assumes that the parcel of air is uniformly heated. In practice, because it is not uniformly heated, within the volume of the parcel there are smaller eddies attached and the temperature of
the air is measured at a ﬁxed point, the actual ramp-like pattern differs from that shown in the ramp model.
The analysis consists in applying numerical methods to the air temperature measured at high frequency to
obtain the mean ramp amplitude (A) and total period (s) shown in the ramp model, such as Fourier transform, ﬁltering techniques, wavelet transformation, pseudo-wavelet and closely related principal component
analysis methods, and analysis of structure functions of different order in conjunction with the proposal of
ramp models [Van Atta, 1977; Gao et al., 1989; Shaw et al., 1989; Berkooz et al., 1993; Qiu et al., 1995; Paw
et al., 1995; Katul et al., 1996; Chen et al., 1997a; Paw et al., 2005; Shapland et al., 2012a]. The latter methodology has been mostly used in SR analysis because it is objective (i.e., there is no need to select a priori speciﬁc ﬁlters and functions) [Paw et al., 2005].
Fine wire thermocouples often broke in ﬁeld conditions. Therefore, it is desirable to use robust (i.e., thicker)
thermocouples for an operational application of the SR analysis. Because the ramp model shown in Figure 1
requires determination of three phases (quiescence, warming and ejection), other ramp models have been
proposed such as the ones proposed by Chen et al. [1997a], which neglects the quiescent phase, and by
Van Atta [1977], which accounts for the quiescent phase but neglects the ejection phase. The latter has
been the most used ramp model because the total ramp period and amplitude can be estimated measuring
the air temperature at frequencies of about 10 Hz [Chen et al., 1997a; Paw et al., 2005]. However, the Chen
CASTELLVI ET AL.
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et al.’s [1997a] ramp model, which better describes the actual structure functions, requires measurements
taken at frequencies of about 20 Hz.
In the following, the mean ramp amplitude determined at a height Z above the ground is denoted as Az
while the ramp period is still denoted as s to clarify that the former is dependent on the measurement
height while the latter remains fairly constant with height [Paw et al., 2005].
Castellvı et al. [2014] proposed to linearly relate (LST 2 TZ) and AZ, showing that a linear relationship holds
for a wide range of atmospheric stability conditions over dense, short, irrigated grass. Therefore, it was possible to derive SR-based equations for estimating H over a homogeneous canopy requiring measurements
taken at low frequency as input.
Noteworthy that the SR-ﬂux approaches that do not require the ramp period as input have performed
closely to the Eddy Correlation (EC) method over both homogeneous and heterogeneous canopies [e.g.,
Castellvı et al., 2002; Castellvı, 2004; Castellvı et al., 2014]. It is, therefore, of interest to know if a linear relationship between (LST 2 TZ) and AZ applies also for a heterogeneous canopy and if the two coefﬁcients
involved (slope and intercept) can be estimated using readily available measurements as input. The latter is
crucial for deriving an operational SR-based equation that would offer an alternative approach to the classical bulk transfer formulation for possible remote sensing applications.
An experiment was conducted in an olive orchard during spring and summer in Sicily (Italy) to investigate
the relationship between (LST 2 TZ) and AZ over a heterogeneous surface under unstable conditions,
because it is of major interest for operational remote sensing-based applications. Provided that the relationship between (LST 2 TZ) and AZ can be explained, it allows avoiding both the discrepancy between LST and
T0 in heterogeneous canopies and the likely inconsistency between LST and TZ data calibration. It is anticipated that the linear relationship between (LST 2 TZ) and AZ holds and that the two coefﬁcients involved
can be explained by means of multitemporal acquisitions of LST and the canopy height. Hence, a selfcalibrated SR-based approach useful in the framework of remote sensing for estimating H was proposed
minimizing the uncertainty involved in the parameter kB21 (only required at neutral conditions). The
approach has been tested using as input thermal data collected in situ to maximize accuracy and control
on the model inputs. The sensible heat ﬂux was estimated at two heights using measurements close to and
well above the canopy top.

2. Theory
In SR analysis for estimating the sensible heat ﬂux, by assuming a uniformly heated parcel of air which has a
volume (V) per unit surface area (S) equaling the measurement height above the ground (i.e., V/S5Z), the
quantity ZqCp AZ (where q and Cp are the air density and the isobaric speciﬁc heat, respectively) is the heat
exchanged per unit surface across Z. Because the inverse of the ramp period is the frequency of injections
of heat into the atmosphere, the earlier SR method estimates the sensible heat ﬂux (HSR_1) as [Paw et al.,
1995]:
HSR 1 5aZ ZqCp

AZ
;
s

(1)

where subscript 1 denotes the ﬁrst SR equation proposed and aZ is a parameter that accounts for the
uneven heating within the air parcel. The parameter aZ has been determined using linear regression analysis comparing the H measured using the EC method against ZqCp AsZ [Snyder et al., 1996]. After calibration of
parameter aZ, equation (1) has been used for estimating H using the air temperature measured at high frequency, as well as the latent heat ﬂux as a residual of the surface energy balance [Anderson et al., 2003;
Drexler et al., 2008; Mengistu and Savage, 2010; Moratiel and Martınez-Cob, 2012]. Some experiments have
shown that under near neutral conditions aZ is approximately 0.5. In general, and regardless of the ramp
model used, aZ depends on the measurement height and the stability conditions [Paw et al., 1995; Katul
et al., 1996; Snyder et al., 1996; Castellvı, 2004; Castellvı and Snyder, 2009; Shapland et al., 2012b]. Two expressions have been derived to explain the variability of parameter aZ, the ﬁrst requires as input the horizontal
wind speed [Castellvı, 2004] and the second the temperature gradient [Castellvı, 2013]. Therefore, SR-based
ﬂux equations were obtained exempt of calibration [Castellvı et al., 2008; Castellvı and Snyder, 2009, 2010;
CASTELLVI ET AL.
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Suvočarev et al., 2014]. One of the latter SR-ﬂux equations, described next (equation (2)), is convenient for
the purpose of this study because the measurements required as input can be taken at one height.
Implementing the time course of the air temperature described in the ramp model of Chen et al. [1997a]
within the one-dimensional diffusion equation, the sensible heat ﬂux can be estimated involving the mean
ramp amplitude and period (HSR) as [Castellvı, 2004, 2013]:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kzu cu21
hðz=LÞ
HSR 5qCp
(2)
AZ ;
ps
where k is the von-Karman constant, z is the measurement height above the zero-plane displacement (d),
thus z 5 Z2d, u is the friction velocity, L is the Obukhov length, /h(z/L) is the stability correction function for
heat transfer and c is the enhancement correction factor that corrects the departure of u21
hðz=LÞ in the rough8 
< z h  z  z
€lder et al., 1999]; c5 z
ness sublayer [Cellier and Brunet, 1992; Mo
where z* is the height of
:
1 z > z
the roughness sublayer above d. Thus, z* 5 Z* 2 d where Z* is the height of the roughness sublayer above
the ground.
2.1. Estimating HSR Without Requiring the Ramp Period as Input
Because coherent motions (Figure 1) are mainly shear-driven, they explain most of momentum transferred
to the ground. Therefore, the semiempirical relationships 1s 5k1 uhh and uh 5k2 u were analyzed over different
canopies [Antonia et al., 1979; Gao et al., 1989; Paw et al., 1992; Shaw et al., 1995; Raupach et al., 1996; Graefe,
2004; Finnigan et al., 2009], where uh is the horizontal mean wind speed at the canopy top, h is the canopy
height, uhh is a wind shear scale characteristic of the canopy ﬂow, and k1 and k2 are two coefﬁcients. Therefore, the following relationship holds:
1
kh
5 ;
su h

(3)

where kh is a coefﬁcient, kh 5 k1k2. Combining equations (2) and (3), the sensible heat ﬂux can be expressed
without involving the ramp period:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kh k z 21
u  AZ :
HSR 5qCp
(4)
cu
p h hðz=LÞ
2.2. Estimating HSR Involving the Land Surface Temperature
Regardless of the surface, here it is assumed that a linear relationship between AZ and the difference
between LST and TZ, holds:
LST2TZ 5a1sZ AZ ;

(5)

where a and sZ are the intercept and the slope of the linear relationship, respectively. Equation (5) states a
relationship between two temperature surface scales that are used in the bulk transfer formulation for
applications in remote sensing, LST2TZ , and the scale used in SR analysis, AZ. Appendix A shows that the
intercept a corrects for differences between the aerodynamic temperature and LST and that the slope may
be interpreted as the ratio between the vertical surface velocity scale for heat transfer predicted by MOST
and by SR analysis. Equation (5) was ﬁrst analyzed in the inertial sublayer over a homogeneous canopy
[Castellvı et al., 2014]. Combining equations (4) and (5) allows expressing the following SR-ﬂux expression
for estimating the sensible heat ﬂux involving LST (HSR-LST):
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kh k z 21
½LST2ðTZ 2aZ Þ
u
HSR-LST 5qCp
:
(6)
cu
p h hðz=LÞ
sZ
In the earlier SR-ﬂux equations high-frequency measurements of air temperature are required as input.
However, equation (6) suits for the purpose of this study provided that standard low frequency measurements are required as input for estimating the coefﬁcient kh, the roughness sublayer depth and parameters
a and sZ (as described in appendix A). Parameterizations based on the mean wind proﬁle can be used to
estimate u (described in appendix B).
CASTELLVI ET AL.
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For estimating H over bare soils it is convenient to express equation (3) as described in equation (A1):
kh
kZ
1
su 5 h 5 Z . The latter, allows rewriting equation (4) as:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kz
21
:
(7)
HSR 5qCp kduhðz=LÞ u AZ where d5
u
kp hðz=LÞ
Though using an alternative dimensional analysis, equation (7) was originally proposed in Castellvı et al.
[2002] with d a coefﬁcient to be calibrated. Under near-neutral and unstable conditions, the parameter d
was found approximately 0.5 for different canopies [Castellvı et al., 2002; Castellvı, 2004]. However, it has not
been determined over bare soils. Provided that the coefﬁcient d is known, the approach for estimating H
obtained combining equations (5), (7), and (A10) best suits for bare soils because the canopy height is not
an input. Under convective conditions, the coefﬁcient kZ was determined for a bare soil taking measurements at Z 5 0.03 m, kZ 5 0.4 [Chen et al., 1997b]. Therefore, the coefﬁcient d estimated from equation (7) is
d 50.56 because for this case (i.e., z/L is close to zero) uh ðz=LÞ can be set to uh ðz=LÞ 51. Regardless, further
research is required to determine the coefﬁcient d over different bare soils, wide range of stability conditions and measurement heights.
2.3. Estimation of Parameters a and sZ for Homogeneous and Moderately Heterogeneous Canopies
In this study it is assumed that multitemporal LST observations are available over a heterogeneous canopy,
which will allow estimating a at near-neutral conditions, such as around sunrise and sunset. It is assumed
that a values remain fairly constant for a given period during the day. Therefore, the a value determined at
sunrise (sunset) will be used in equation (5) for the samples collected during the morning (afternoon). The
parameter sZ is assumed to remain fairly constant under near-neutral and unstable cases; therefore, sZ was
estimated under near neutral conditions. According to these two assumptions, the following approaches
are proposed as input in equation (6) for parameters a and sZ (equations (A8) and (A9), respectively):
aðz=L50Þ 5LSTðz=L50Þ 2TZ ðz=L50Þ ;

(8)

and

sZ 5

kh Z
2k h

   
z
12 with kh 5 0:55:
ln
z0m

(9)

2.4. Estimation of hSR-LST Under Near-Neutral and Unstable Conditions
Combining equations (6), (8), (9), and (A2) the following expression for HSR-LST is proposed for homogeneous
and moderately heterogeneous surfaces:
8
c51
Z  Z
>
>
>
>
>
h
i 1=2
Z  2d
>
>



c5
Z < Z
>
<
ðZ2dÞh cuh ð21
Z2d
ku LST2 TZ 1aðz=L50Þ
z=LÞ
with
HSR2LST 5q Cp
: (10)
>
Z  2d51:4 h
Z
>
ln Z2d
>
z0m 12
>


>
>
Z2d 21=2
>
>u
:
h ðz=LÞ 5 1216
L
With regard to the earlier SR analysis applications, equation (10) opens a new SR-framework because H can
be estimated without measurements taken at high frequency and suits for thermal remote sensing applications. In relation to the traditional bulk transfer formulations, such as the one-source (described in appendix
A), equation (10) allows operating in the roughness sublayer. The latter allows avoiding installation of tall
masts for tall canopies, which is a useful feature when the fetch is limited forcing deployment of instrumentation below the inertial sublayer.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. The Field Experiment
The experimental campaign was conducted in an olive orchard in Castelvetrano (378380 4000 N, 128500 4700 E
and 122 m asl) (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Orthophoto of the study area. Dots highlight the position of the two ﬂux tower installations: FT_1 and FT_2. A panoramic view
of the groove is included (bottom left).

The site is part of the CARBOITALY network within the European CARBOEUROPE framework; both site
and climate are fully described in Nardino et al. [2013]. The olive orchard (11 ha, partly drip and partly
sprinkler irrigated, and without understories during spring and summer) had four groves; each grove
had slightly different characteristics (tree age, canopy height, planting density, and fraction of exposed
soil (fs)).
Data were collected by two ﬂux tower installations, FT_1 (Flux Tower managed by the University of
Palermo) and FT_2 (CARBOITALY ﬂux site) (Figure 2) and several pictures of the experiments are available in
Cammalleri [2011]. In FT_1 a 6 m mast was erected in 2010. The grove surrounding the tower was drip irrigated and characterized by h 5 3.3 m and fs 5 0.31. A three-dimensional sonic anemometer (CSAT-3D,
Campbell Sci., USA), a thermocouple (FW005, Campbell Sci., USA), and an open path infrared absorption gas
analyzer (Li7500, LiCor Inc., USA) were deployed at Z 5 5.6 m, both operating at a frequency of 20 Hz; raw
data were stored in a datalogger (CR5000, Campbell Sci., USA). The four main components of Rn were measured using a CNR1 net radiometer (Kipp and Zonen) deployed at Z 5 4.5 m. Two ﬂux plates (HFP01, Campbell Sci., USA), one below the canopy and another within the row, were installed at a depth of 10 cm, and
the probes measuring the soil temperature (Campbell Sci., Logan, UT, USA) were buried at 8 and 3 cm
below ground level. In addition, two cables were set to hold two IRTS-P sensors (Campbell Sci. and Apogee
Instruments, Inc.) to measure the half-hourly radiometric temperatures of the soil (TIRs) and canopy (TIRc).
Half-hourly horizontal wind speed and direction were measured at Z 5 5.6 m using a wind monitor (RM
Young 05103); half-hourly air temperature and relative humidity were measured at the same height using
an HMP45C probe (Vaisala Inc.).
FT_2 has been operating since 2006, and the grove surrounding this tower was characterized by h 5 3.3 m
and fs 5 0.35. Instrumentation deployed at Z 5 8 m includes an EC unit (CSAT-3D and LiCor 7500 operating
at 10 Hz), a net radiometer (NR Lite, Campbell Sci., USA), a wind monitor (RM Young 05103), and a thermohygrometer (HMP45C probe, Vaisala Inc.). Analogous to FT_1, the instrumentation to measure the soil heat
ﬂux was placed at two locations (one below the canopy and the other in a row).
CASTELLVI ET AL.
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3.2. Data Sets and Preprocessing
The analysis was performed on data sets collected at both towers from 15 April to 2 September 2010. Given
that LST was not available at FT_2, the LST determined at FT_1 was assumed to hold at FT_2 because the
groves were similar. Regardless, it is of interest to evaluate the impact on the H estimates arising from
uncertainty in LST.
The half-hourly LST was obtained using the long-wave radiation measured at FT_1 accounting for the
downwelling component (in the thermal part of the spectrum) reﬂected by the surface as follows:
LST5

Rlu 2ð12e0 ÞRld
re0

1=4

;

(11)

where Rlu and Rld are the upwelling and downwelling long-wave radiation, respectively, r is the StefanBoltzmann constant [Brutsaert, 1982], and e0 is the surface emissivity determined as [Valor and Caselles,
2005]:
e0 5ev ð12fs Þ1es fs ð1:74fs 20:74Þ11:7372fs ð12fs Þ;

(12)

with canopy and soil emissivity values set to ev 5 0.97 and es 5 0.93. These are values commonly used for
broad-band measurements [Ogawa et al., 2002]. Particularly, the soil surface emissivity refers to a dry soil
since this is the most common condition in the experiment. During the sampling campaign, the effects of
understories on es were assumed negligible.
The mean ramp amplitude was determined using the Chen et al. [1997a] ramp model using half-hour air
temperature traces. The EC data were processed following the standard EUROFLUX guidelines [Aubinet
et al., 2000], and the soil heat ﬂux was determined as described in Fuchs and Tanner [1967], and closure of
the surface energy balance was checked. Regardless of the installation, on average 15% of the available
energy was not explained by the EC ﬂuxes, a closure consistent with that previously observed at FT_2
between 2006 and 2008 [Nardino et al., 2013]. Thus, the closure is within the range reported in the literature
over other crop systems and forest [Goulden et al., 1996, Aubinet et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2002; Teixeira
et al., 2008; Castellvı et al., 2012]. Because modeling approaches are commonly based on a perfect closure of
SEB, the energy budget was forced at both sites to determine H using the Bowen ratio-energy balance
(BREB) method [Twine et al., 2000]. The Bowen ratio, BR, deﬁned as BR5H/kET was determined using the EC
method. Both the EC method (HEC) and the BREB method (HBREB) were used as reference values to analyze
the performance of HSR-LST. The references HEC and HBREB were compared, and the root mean square difference (RMSD) was 62 and 53 W m22 at FT_1 and FT_2, respectively. The RMSD was set as a benchmark of
uncertainty for the successive analyses.
3.3. Testing the Relationship Between AZ and (LST 2 TZ) at FT_1
Sinceequation (5) was studied and veriﬁed over homogeneous canopies only, it ensures neither the reliability of this relationship nor the robustness of parameters a and sZ over heterogeneous canopies. The variability of a and sZ was tested at FT_1 because AZ and TIRs =TIRc were only available at this installation.
To test equation (5) the entire database was divided into six data sets, each had approximately 20 days,
with ﬁlenames that corresponded to the date (ddmmyy) of the ending day. Data sets formed with about 2
weeks of data seemed, in general, appropriate because this schedule simulates the Landsat overpass frequency. The data sets were labeled as isothermal when DTIR5TIRs 2TIRc  3K and anisothermal otherwise.
In a wind tunnel experiment, differences much smaller than 3K between the ground (plate) and the top of a
heterogeneous canopy (displaced ellipsoidal light globes) were considered to simulate a two-layer heatsource vertical distribution under near-neutral conditions [Haverd et al., 2010]. Regardless of the threshold,
this classiﬁcation is merely a formality because the goal for routine applications is to apply equation (10)
regardless of the thermal behavior of the surface (i.e., the absolute difference between the average values
TIRs and TIRc (DTIR) is rarely available). The classiﬁcation was only used to check if any pattern existed
between the temporal variability of parameters a and sZ and the behavior of the surface.
For each data set, two mean a values were estimated at neutral conditions, one at sunrise (aam) and the
other at sunset (apm) taking the mean of (LST 2 TZ) sampled at sunrise and at sunset, respectively, because
for moderate measurement heights the air temperature is close to the aerodynamic temperature [Brutsaert,
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Figure 3. Comparison of AZ versus (LST 2 TZ) at FT_1 for data set 200710. (left) Samples collected during the morning (black squares), at noon (circles) and afternoon (grey crosses) hours.
Black, dashed, and grey lines determined using linear regression analysis. (right) The same samples (left) when the offsets aam and apm are subtracted to (LST 2 TZ); the regression line is
forced to the origin.

1982]. By assuming that the offset is fairly constant for a given period during the day, aam and apm were
taken as representative during the morning and afternoon hours. The averaging was done to include the
uncertainty that arises when, in practical applications, a is determined. That is, LST may not be always readily available, such as in case of cloudy conditions during sunrise or sunset, or when the spatial coverage of
satellites providing images does not match the surface area of interest.
Therefore, for each data set, the samples were split into morning data (collected from sunrise to 11.5 h) and
afternoon data (from 12.5 h to sunset). The corresponding offset aam or apm was used to calculate (LST – TZ
– a) for each sample. All together, the (LST – TZ – a) samples were compared against AZ using linear regression analysis forced through the origin. Therefore, the representative sZ for the data set is the slope of the
linear regression analysis. The latter was compared with the parameter sZ estimated from equation (9).
Overall, the different magnitude of aam, apm, and parameter sZ over periods of about 20 days allow checking
their robustness through the seasons and the reliability of equation (9) under different conditions. In equation (9) d and z0m were estimated as a portion of the canopy height (see appendix B).

3.4. Sensible Heat Flux Calculation
3.4.1. The SR-LST Method
Starting at neutral conditions, equation (10) and the corresponding wind log-law (see appendix B), were
iterated until convergence for u* was achieved. The iteration stopped when the difference in u* between
two consecutive iterations was less than 0.005 ms21.
Table 1. Analysis of the Linear Relationship Between AZ and (LST 2 TZ) at FT_1a
Data Set

N

DTIR (K)

140510
100610
060710
200710
030810
020910
All

651
491
665
384
404
148
2743

2
3
11
17
22
28

Thermal Status

aam (K)

isothermal
isothermal
anisothermal
anisothermal
anisothermal
anisothermal

22
22
20.5
22
22
22

apm (K)

sZ

R2

1
1
0.5
0.5
1
1

4.6
4.5
4.7
4.6
4.6
4.4
4.6

0.84
0.89
0.84
0.88
0.83
0.82
0.87

a
For each data set it is shown the number of samples available, N, the averaged soil-canopy temperature difference, DTIR, the mean
offsets at sunrise and at sunset, aam and apm, respectively, the parameter sZ and the coefﬁcient of determination, R2. The data sets were
labeled as isothermal surface for DTIR  3 K and anisothermal otherwise.
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3.4.2. The One-Source Bulk Transfer
Formulation
At FT_2, the same procedure was applied to
determine the sensible heat ﬂux in the inertial sublayer using the one-source bulk transfer formulation (HMOST) (equations (A3) and
(A4)). The parameter kB21 was optimized
minimizing the RMSD comparing HMOST
against HEC.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. The Parameters aam, apm, and sZ
4.1.1. Tower FT_1
The two-step process used to determine sZ is
shown for data set 200710 (Figure 3), and it
reveals signiﬁcant differences between offsets aam and apm (Figure 3a), as well as that,
after removing the corresponding offset for
each sample shown in Figure 3a, the general
Figure 4. Scatterplot between AZ and offset-corrected (LST 2 TZ) for all
trend observed was indeed linear (Figure
the data sets collected at FT_1.
3b). For samples collected at noon the offset
was set to zero. The Figures 3a and 3b show that the samples at noon scattered around the general linear
trend. The representative parameter sZ for this data set was determined by forcing the linear regression
through the origin for all the data (Figure 3b). The behavior for the remaining data sets was similar.
For each data set, the offsets aam and apm, parameter sZ, and the coefﬁcient of determination (R2) of the linear regression analysis, including the number of samples available (N), the LST gradient (DTIR), and the corresponding thermal status of the surface are reported in Table 1.
For a given period, aam and apm are different (Table 1); they have different signs in all the cases and they
vary in time. However, the parameter sZ remains fairly constant. A surface like an olive orchard can be split
in two displaced sources of heat ﬂuxes (i.e., the soil and the canopy), and their different strengths seemed
not to play a role in either parameter sZ or in the magnitude of the mean offsets. The coefﬁcient R2 was
high, in the range of 0.82  R2  0.89 and the coefﬁcient of variation (CV) of the mean sZ values (Table 1)
was small, CV 5 0.02.
The comparison of AZ versus the offset-corrected (LST 2 TZ) (Figure 3b) for all the data (Figure 4) shows that
the slope of the linear regression analysis forced through the origin was sZ 5 4.6, and the correlation was
high, R250.87. Therefore, a single parameter sZ holds for the entire campaign. Given that the canopy height
was fairly constant along the campaign and that sZ seems independent of the strength and vertical distribution of the sources of heat, a constant sZ agrees with the modeling approach described in equation (9).
Therefore, equation (9) was reliable, regardless of the heterogeneity and the thermal status of the surface.
Table 2. Validation of the Sensible Heat Flux at FT_1a
Versus EC
Data Set

N

140510
100610
060710
200710
030810
020910
All

609
442
611
351
372
140
2525

Versus BREB

m

q

R2

RMSD

N

m

q

R2

RMSD

1.10
1.07
1.20
1.01
1.02
1.21
1.05

21*
28
26
21*
20
27*
28

0.78
0.78
0.90
0.88
0.80
0.87
0.78

73, 39%
74, 38%
42, 20%
50, 21%
67, 29%
74, 32%
59, 27%

606
290
503
269
316
135
2119

0.92
0.98
0.82
0.84
0.72
1.10
0.89

211
220
23*
18
18
26
23*

0.84
0.79
0.86
0.83
0.65
0.82
0.81

65, 29%
62, 28%
61, 25%
69, 26%
84, 32%
57, 25%
65, 27%

a
Method SR-LST versus methods EC and BREB. For each data set and for all the data it is shown N, m, q (W m22), and R2 of the linear
regression analysis and the RMSD (W m22) is also expressed over the mean H taken as a reference (%). Subscript asterisk (*) indicates
that coefﬁcient q is statistically negligible (5% level of signiﬁcance).
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Table 3. Validation of the Sensible Heat Flux at FT_2a
Versus EC
Data Set

N

140510
100610
060710
200710
030810
020910
All

642
289
571
12
250
123
1887

Versus BREB
2

m

q

R

1.10
1.06
1.12
1.00
1.10
1.04
1.08

26
213
216
3
237
0
215

0.91
0.79
0.88
0.90
0.88
0.87
0.88

RMSD

N

m

q

R2

RMSD

44, 24%
60, 30%
45, 22%
43, 18%
52, 23%
48, 22%
49, 22%

609
209
530
12
236
123
1719

0.97
0.92
0.90
0.85
0.90
1.00
0.96

9
215
218
24
212
224
1

0.90
0.83
0.77
0.94
0.75
0.85
0.85

50, 23%
62, 28%
50, 22%
40, 15%
80, 30%
59, 26%
56, 23%

a
Method SR-LST versus methods EC and BREB. For each data set and for all the data it is shown N, m, q (W m22), and R2, of the linear
regression analysis and the RMSD (W m22) is also expressed over the mean H taken as a reference (%). (*) Coefﬁcient q is statistically
negligible (5% level of signiﬁcance).

4.1.2. Tower FT_2
Because raw high-frequency data of air temperature were not available, the ramp amplitude and, therefore,
the parameter sZ could not be determined. The offset pairs (aam, apm) determined for each data set were
(22, 21), (22.5, 22), (21.5, 21), (22.25, 21.25), (23, 21.5), and (22, 21) for data sets 140510, 100610,
060710, 200710, 030810, and 020910, respectively. In contrast to tower FT_1 where apm was consistently positive, at FT_2 it was consistently negative. Because the role of the offset is to correct for the difference
between LST and aerodynamic temperature, it is difﬁcult to explain the variability of the offset because the
aerodynamic temperature cannot be directly measured. Because at FT_2, the LST was estimated and the irrigation scheduling was different, it was difﬁcult to discern the reasons for such different magnitudes.
4.1.3. Estimating the Parameter sZ
Because the height of the roughness sublayer is about two times the canopy height (i.e., the roughness sub€lder et al., 1999], instrumentation at towers FT_1
layer varies with stability conditions) [Brutsaert, 1982; Mo
and FT_2 mainly remained within the roughness and inertial sublayer, respectively. The parameters sZ estimated according to equation (9) were sZ 5 4.53 and sZ 5 7.0 at FT_1 and FT_2, respectively; the value
obtained for FT_1 is in close agreement with the slope value obtained for the whole data set, as reported in
Table 1 and Figure 4. The exact same value observed for all the data, sZ 5 4.6 (Table 1), is obtained for
h 5 3.26 m in equation (9). The reliability of the parameter sZ at FT_2 could only be tested indirectly (i.e.,
through validation of the sensible heat ﬂux).
4.2. Validation of the HSR-LST Estimates
At FT_1 and FT_2 (Tables 2 and 3, respectively), HSR-LST was compared against the two references (EC and
BREB methods). For each data set, N, slope (m), intercept (q), and R2 of the linear regression analysis were
determined, as well as the RMSD.
4.2.1. Tower FT_1
The R2 coefﬁcient values against the EC method were in the range of 0.78 R2  0.90, with the highest correlations observed when the surface behaved as anisothermal. The correlations against the BREB method
were similar overall. The intercept values were small, even if they were statistically negligible only for two
data sets (at 5% level of signiﬁcance). Regardless of the reference, the RMSD values were in the range of 42
W m22  RMSD  84 W m22; thus, in general, similar to the RMSD obtained by comparing the two reference
data sets to each other for all the data (RMSD 5 62 W m22). The relative RMSD values (ratio between RMSD
and the mean H (H)), were in the range of 20%  RMSD/H EC  39% and 25%  RMSD/H BREB  32%; therefore, comparable with the usual accuracy of the two methods taken as a reference [Allen et al., 2011]. Thus,
in general, when the instrumentation was deployed in the roughness sublayer, equation (10) performed
reliably throughout the campaign.
4.2.2. Tower FT_2
Compared to FT_1, the RMSD and RMSD/H values were smaller and the slopes were closer to one (Table 3).
For all data, RMSD 5 49 W m22 and 56 W m22 with a relative error of 22% and 23%, and; m 5 1.08 and 0.96
against methods EC and BREB, respectively. Also for this olive grove, RMSD values were close to the RMSD
obtained by inter-comparing the two references for all data (RMSD 5 53 W m22). Regardless of the reference, the coefﬁcients R2 were in the range of 0.75  R2  0.91. Therefore, equation (10) also performed reliably in the inertial sublayer. Partly, the better performance of equation (10) observed when operating in the
inertial sublayer than in the roughness sublayer may be as a consequence that for the former the roughness
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Figure 5. Scatterplot of the sensible heat ﬂux determined using the method SR-LST versus the (left) EC method and (right) BREB method at (top) towers FT_1 and (bottom) FT_2.

sublayer depth is not required as input. To minimize input requirements, and as a consequence of the
assumption that high frequency measurements are not available, the roughness sublayer was assumed to
remain constant though it varies with stability conditions [Graefe, 2004; Castellvı et al., 2012].
A comparison between the sensible heat ﬂux determined using the SR-LST method versus the EC and BREB
observations for all the data (Figure 5) shows that regardless of the olive grove and the reference used for
comparison, for a few samples the SR-LST method tended to overestimate the highest ﬂuxes, which suggests that around noon under clear skies (free convection) equation (10) may require some reﬁnement.
However, it is well known that the EC method tends to underestimate the actual heat ﬂux under free convection [Sakai et al., 2001], and it is not clear if the BREB method can provide reliable partition of the actual
sensible and latent heat ﬂuxes [Cuxart et al., 2015]. Because the offset was set to zero for samples collected
at noon, some reﬁnement on equation (10) may be implemented by simply subtracting a positive offset to
(LST 2 TZ). However, performing other experiments could elucidate how to address this issue.
4.3. Validation of the HMOST Estimates
In order to have a benchmark comparison of the performance of the SR-LST method, HMOST (see equation
(A3)) was determined at site FT_2 because instrumentation operated in the inertial sublayer. The ﬁrst choice
for parameter kB21 was the recommended value for homogeneous canopies (kB21 5 2). But the latter
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overestimated the reference HEC by a factor of
two. Because at FT_2 the offsets aam and apm
were negative, their implementation to correct
ðLST2TZ Þ during the morning and afternoon
hours would enhance the overestimation of
HMOST in relation to HEC. Therefore, ðLST2TZ Þ
was not corrected and the parameter kB21
was calibrated. The ﬁrst data set, 140510, was
used to determine the kB21 value that minimized the RMSD. The optimized kB21 was
kB21 5 6.01 which was taken as representative
for the other data sets. A method based on
Simulating Annealing (SA) was used to solve
for kB21 [Goffe et al., 1994]. SA is a global optimization method that distinguishes between
different local optima. By giving boundaries
for kB21, starting from an initial kB21, the algorithm takes a random step and the RMSD is
evaluated. Decisions of minimums and maxiFigure 6. Scatterplot of the sensible heat ﬂux determined using the calibrated one source bulk transfer formulation (HMOST) versus the EC method
mums of the target function (RMSD) is made
for all data at FT_2.
by a Metropolis criteria [Metropolis et al., 1953]
which can even take steps falling out of the
boundaries. As the optimization process proceeds, the length of the steps decline until it closes in a global optimum. To minimize the target function RMSD, the range of variability assigned to kB21 was wide, 1  kB21  9.
The data in Table 4 show the results of the linear regression analysis and the RMSD values obtained by comparing
HMOST versus HEC for each data set and for all data. The scatterplot in Figure 6 shows the comparison HMOST versus
HEC for all data. HMOST was close to HEC and, in comparison to the SR-LST method (Figure 5, left), the Figure 6 shows
that HMOST tended to perform slightly closer than HSR-LST for the highest values of HEC. However, considering all
the range of stabilities, the Table 4 shows that the RMSD obtained using the method SR-LST was in general smaller
than the obtained using MOST. Optimization of parameter kB21 for each data set was within the range
4.75  kB21  6.15, and the RMSD values obtained were similar than those shown in Table 4 (i.e., the differences
never exceeded 6 W m22). Thus, in practice MOST (after the site-speciﬁc calibration) and SR-LST performed similar.

5. Summary and Concluding Remarks
An SR-based equation for estimating H has been proposed which involves LST as input without requiring
the ramp duration (equation (6)). On this basis, an approach to estimate H was proposed for moderately
sparse vegetation and tested over an olive orchard (equation (10)). The proposed approach assumes a linear
relationship between AZ and (LST 2 TZ) (equation (5)), exploiting the concept that equation (5) can be parameterized using the canopy height and measurements of LST at neutral conditions (i.e., sunset or sunrise)
as input. The crucial assumption that the slope in equation (5) remains fairly constant during daytime hours
Table 4. Validation at FT_2 of the Sensible Heat Flux Using the One Source Bulk Transfer Formulation Using the Parameter kB21
Calibrated for Data Set 140510a
Versus EC
Data Set

N

140510
100610
060710
200710
030810
020910
All

642
289
571
12
250
123
1887

m

Q

R2

RMSD

1.00
0.94
0.98
0.71
0.90
1.03
0.94

27
228
219
17
223
227
214

0.87
0.77
0.86
0.83
0.85
0.89
0.83

49, 27%
70, 30%
54, 22%
74, 18%
66, 23%
48, 22%
58, 22%

a
For each data set and for all the data it is shown N, m, q (W m22), and R2, of the linear regression analysis and the RMSD (W m22) is
also expressed over the mean H taken as a reference the EC method (%) which was used for calibration.
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was checked and the results obtained conﬁrm that such hypothesis is reliable. Estimation of offset in equation (5) requires multitemporal LST acquisitions because at sunrise and sunset varied without following a
clear pattern. Regardless of season or measurement height, H estimates were generally comparable to those
determined using the EC or BREB methods. Under free convection, H may overestimate these two references. Further observations are required to conﬁrm this as a general issue.
The method proposed for estimating H seems a valuable alternative to bulk transfer formulations; in particular, the SR-LST method requires the same inputs of the one-source model at the estimation time (LST, TZ,
uZ, and h), and the additional information required at neutral conditions (LST at sunrise/sunset) alleviate the
problem related to the discrepancy between aerodynamic temperature and LST. In addition, if LST is measured with the same instrument, the offset may correct for a possible inconsistency between air temperature
and LST in its retrieval. The latter two uncertainties are the main drawbacks of the one-source formulations.
A clear outcome of the study is that an operational application of the proposed methodology on satellite
images requires a pair of LST data, the ﬁrst acquired under the condition H 5 0 (sunset/sunrise) and the second during daytime. As a consequence, the method is suitable for applications based on data collected by
geostationary satellites (e.g., the Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) and the Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite [GOES]), which are usually characterized by a high temporal resolution (15 min).
Additionally, Guzinski et al. [2013] demonstrated that night-time acquisitions of the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) can be successfully used as proxy of sunrise observations for landsurface modeling. As an extension, all the satellites with a pair of night/day thermal acquisitions (e.g., Landsat where available) are potentially suitable for the application of the proposed method. Additionally, since
the model semiempirical parameters (a and sz) are locally calibrated, the extension of the methodology to
satellite images only requires a pixel-by-pixel application of the proposed calibration methodology. In this
case pixel-by-pixel meteorological values may be retrieved through classical geo-statistical methods.
Fetch requirements for SR-ﬂux approaches and EC method are identical [Castellvı, 2012], which may be considered to estimate the measurement height to match as much as possible the spatial coverage of the
image. The one-source bulk transfer formulation operating in the inertial sublayer for estimating H required
calibration of parameter kB21. After calibration, the latter performed similar to SR-LST method.
It is concluded that AZ and (LST 2 TZ) are linearly related over heterogeneous canopies and that this relationship can be parameterized using affordable input over wide periods were near-neural and unstable conditions are met (i.e., typically during daytime); consequently, the SR method proposed seems a viable
alternative to estimate the sensible heat ﬂux for remote sensing applications.

Appendix A: Estimation of Coefficient kh, the Roughness Sublayer Depth, the OneSource Bulk Transfer Formulation for Estimating H and Estimation of Parameters
sZ and a at Near-Neutral Conditions
A1. Coefficient kh
Because the friction velocity (u ) and the ramp period (s) remain fairly constant above the canopy [Paw
et al., 2005], it allows proposing the following relationship for coefﬁcient kh in equation (3):
1
kh kZ
5 5 ;
Z
su h

(A1)

where h is the canopy height and kZ is a coefﬁcient that suits at height Z above the ground. The coefﬁcient
kZ was determined for different surfaces [Chen et al., 1997b]; kZ 5 0.4 was obtained under convective conditions for bare soil at Z 5 0.03 m; kZ 5 0.54 was obtained under unstable cases for straw mulch (0.06 m thick)
at Z 5 0.09 m, and; kZ 5 0.7 was obtained under near neutral and unstable conditions for ﬁr-forest (16.7 m
tall) at Z 5 23 m. Thus, excluding bare soils and mulches, as a rule of thumb, an averaged coefﬁcient kh may
suit for a moderately heterogeneous canopy under near neutral and unstable conditions because such a
surface may combine portions of bare soil and short understories below the ove11rstory. Thus, kh 5 0.55.
A2. The Roughness Sublayer Depth Above the Zero-Plane Displacement
Under near neutral conditions, the height z* can be estimated as [Castellvı and Snyder, 2010]; z  54:71ha2z5h ,
where aZ5h is the parameter aZ determined at the canopy top that corrects for the uneven heating in the
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earlier SR-ﬂux equation (equation (1)). Excluding bare soils and highly heterogeneous canopies, such as savannah, ﬁeld studies and wind tunnel experiments have shown that aZ5h is in the range of 0.5  aZ5h  0.6
under neutral conditions [Paw et al., 1995; Katul et al., 1996; Castellvı and Snyder, 2010]. Thus, aZ5h 50.55
can be taken as a intermediate value and the following approach to estimate z  at neutral conditions is
proposed:
z  51:4h

(A2)

A3. The One-Source Bulk Transfer Formulation for Estimating H
The one-source bulk transfer formulation based on Monin - Obukhov Similarity Theory (MOST) estimates
the sensible heat ﬂux (HMOST) by integrating the ﬂux-gradient relationship from the roughness length for
heat transfer (z0h) up to a given height of reference above the zero-plane displacement (z). Typically, HMOST
is expressed as [Brutsaert, 1982]:
HMOST 5qCp

ðT0 2T Þ
;
rah

(A3)

where T is the air temperature measured at z, T0 is the aerodynamic air temperature deﬁned as the extrapolated temperature of the air at the roughness length for heat transfer (z0h) following the proﬁle predicted
by MOST, and rah is the aerodynamic resistance:
  

1
z
1kB21 2Whðz=LÞ 1Whðzoh=LÞ ;
(A4)
rah 5
ln
ku
z0m
where kB21 is a parameter deﬁned as, kB21 5ln zz0m
being z0m the roughness length for momentum, and
0h

0:25
2
Whðz=LÞ 52ln 11y
[Dyer, 1974].
where
y
is
the
momentum
exchange
universal function: y5 1216 zL
2
A4. Parameters sZ and a
The earlier SR-ﬂux equation estimates the sensible heat ﬂux (HSR1) as Paw et al. [1995]:
HSR1 5q Cp

ðaz Z Þ
AZ :
s

(A5)

Because MOST is restricted to the inertial sublayer, combining (A3) and (A5) allows writing the following
relationship valid in the inertial sublayer:
ðT0 2TZ Þ5sZ AZ ;

(A6)

sZ 5rah ðaZsZ Þ

where
expresses a ratio between the vertical velocity scale for the transfer of a scalar (Ws ) predicted by MOST, Ws 5 r1ah , and the predicted by SR analysis, Ws 5 aZsZ . Because z0h is a height within the canopy, the aerodynamic temperature is presumed to be related with LST [Brutsaert, 1982; Crago and Qualls,
2014], and from (A6) the following relationship is proposed:
ðLST2TZ Þ5sZ AZ 1a;

(A7)

where a is an offset that accounts for the discrepancy between the aerodynamic temperature and the land
surface temperature, a5ðLST2T0 Þ. For applications in remote sensing it has been assumed that the aerodynamic temperature equals the land surface temperature which allowed estimating the sensible heat ﬂux
from (A3) involving LST as input. The latter predicts that ðLST2TZ Þ is zero at neutral conditions. However,
observations often show that ðLST2TZ Þ cannot be neglected at neutral conditions, especially over sparse
anisothermal canopies [Boulet et al., 2012].
A5. Determining Parameters a and sZ at Neutral Conditions
Provided that LST is available, from (A7) the offset a can be determined at neutral conditions, such as
around sunrise and sunset as:
aðz=L50Þ 5LSTðz=L50Þ 2TZ ðz=L50Þ :

(A8)

Under near neutral conditions, regardless of the measurement height above the canopy, the
parameter aZ is close to aZ 5 0.5 [Castellvı, 2004]. The aerodynamic resistance determined at neutral
z
conditions is rahðz=L50Þ 5 ku1 ðlnðz0m
Þ1kB21 Þ, and over sparse canopies Kustas et al. [1989] observed
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that when ðLST2TZ Þ tends to zero, the parameter kB21 is close to 2 (i.e., 2.2), which is the value
recommended over homogeneous canopies regardless of the stability case. Therefore, for homogenous and moderately heterogeneous canopies under near-neutral conditions it is proposed to estimate sZ 5rah ðaZsZ Þ as:

   
kh Z
z
12 with kh 5 0:55:
sZ 5
(A9)
ln
2k h
z0m
Here, it is assumed that under neutral conditions the log-proﬁles of the wind speed and air temperature predicted by MOST are still reliable in the upper part of the roughness sublayer [Harman and
€m, 2014]. The latter allows applying (A9) when the meaFinnigan, 2007, 2008; Arnqvist and Bergstr o
surement height is not too close to the canopy top. For bare soils, likely, determination of coefﬁcient
kz at a typical measurement height for a wide range of stability conditions is convenient for estimating sz as:
    
kz
Z
12 :
(A10)
ln
sZ 5
2k
z0m

Appendix B: Determination of Friction Velocity and Roughness Parameters
After deﬁning the relative height of the roughness sublayer, the friction velocity can be estimated within
the inertial sublayer or within the roughness sublayer using appropriate equations.
When the horizontal mean wind speed, uZ, is measured within the inertial sublayer, the friction velocity can
be estimated using the wind log-law [Brutsaert, 1982]:
u 5

kuZ
ln

z
z0m

with Z  Z  ;

(B1)

2Wmðz=LÞ 1Wmðz0m =LÞ

where L is the Obukhov length; Wm (z/L) and Wm (z0m/L) are the integrated stability function for momentum
transfer measured at z/L and at z0m/L, respectively; z* is the height (above d) of the roughness sublayer, Z*.
The integrated stability correction functions for momentum is:




ðz

 dx
11y
11y 2
p
Wmðz=LÞ 5 12uh ðxÞ
22arctan y1 :
52ln
1ln
2
x
2
2

(B2)

0

When the wind speed is measured in the roughness sublayer, the friction velocity may be expressed as [Cellier and Brunet, 1992]:
u 5

k2 1 1k

z2h1d
z

uZ
 with h  Z  Z  ;
2Wm ðz=LÞ 1Wm ððh2dÞ=LÞ

(B3)

where h is the canopy height, k2 is the ratio between the friction velocity and the wind speed measured at
the canopy top [Graefe, 2004], and Wm ðz=LÞ denotes the appropriate Wm ðz=LÞ within the roughness sublayer.
For low-density canopies:


z y 4 2 43 y 3 1 13
Wm ðz=LÞ 5 
:
(B4)
ðy 4 21Þ
z
At neutral conditions, by equating (B1) and (B4) at z 5 z* the following relationship is obtained for k2 5 uuh ,
k2 5

  
 


1
z
h
h2d
211
:
1ln
ln
h
k
z0m
z

(B5)



Therefore, in agreement with (A2) which assumed aZ5h 50.55, zh 5 1.425, and using as a benchz0m
d
mark typical ratios for dh and z0m
h , such as h 5 0.7 and h 5 0.125 [Graefe, 2004; Raupach, 1994;
Brutsaert, 1982], the coefﬁcient k2 at neutral conditions is k254.0, and it was assumed to perform
constant.
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Notation
az
aZ5h
d
e0
ev and es
c
k1
k2
kh
kZ
kET
/h(z/L)
q
r
s
DTIR
Wh and Wm
m and q
a
aam and apm
d
fs
h
k
21
kB

sZ
uh
u*
x
y
z
z*
z0h
z0m
AZ
Cp
ET
G
H
HBREB
HEC
HSR
HSR_1
HSR-LST
L
LST
R2
Rlu and Rld
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Parameter that corrects for the uneven heating of the air parcel. Semiempirical parameter in
HSR_1.
aZ determined at the canopy top.
Semiempirical parameter of the HSR approach.
Surface emissivity.
Canopy and soil emissivity, respectively.
Enhancement correction factor of uh 21
ðz=LÞ .
Ratio between the wind shear at the canopy and the ramp period.
Ratio between the friction velocity and the wind speed at the canopy top.
Product between k1 and k2.
Coefﬁcient in equation (A1) that suits at height Z.
Latent heat ﬂux, W m22.
Stability function for heat transfer.
Air density, kg m23.
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, W m22 K24.
Ramp period determined using measurements taken at high frequency, s.
Absolute difference between the average values TIRs and TIRc, K.
Integrated stability function for heat transfer and momentum, respectively, in the inertial
sublayer. With subscript * valid in the roughness sublayer.
Slope and intercept of HSR-LST versus the measured H, W m22.
Difference between the land surface temperature and the air temperature measured at Z at
neutral conditions. Also intercept of the linear relationship in equation (5), K.
a at sunrise and sunset, respectively. K.
Zero-plane displacement, m.
Fraction of exposed soil.
Canopy height, m.
von-Karman constant
Natural logarithm of the ratio between momentum and heat roughness lengths
Ratio between the vertical surface velocity scale for heat transfer predicted by MOST and SR
analysis. Also slope of the linear relationship in equation (5),
Horizontal mean wind speed at the canopy top, ms21.
Friction velocity, ms21.
Integration variable z/L.
Momentum exchange universal function for momentum.
Measurement height above d, m.
Height of the roughness sublayer above d, m.
Roughness length for heat transfer, m.
Roughness length for momentum, m.
Ramp amplitude observed at Z determined using measurements taken at high frequency, K.
Isobaric speciﬁc heat capacity, J kg 21 K21.
Evapotranspiration, mm.
Soil heat ﬂux, W m22.
Sensible heat ﬂux, W m22.
H determined using the BREB method, W m22.
H determined using the EC method, W m22.
H determined using SR, W m22.
H determined using the original SR equation, W m22.
H determined using the proposed method, W m22.
Obukhov length, m.
Land Surface Temperature, K.
Coefﬁcient of determination.
Upwelling and downwelling long-wave radiation, respectively, W m22.
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S
TIRs and TIRc
Tb
T0
TZ
V
Z
Z*
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Net Radiation, W m22.
Unit surface, m2.
Half-hourly radiometric temperatures of the soil and canopy, respectively, K.
Temperature of the air parcel in the streamwise above the canopy, K.
Aerodynamic temperature, K.
Mean air temperature at reference height, K.
Volume of the air parcel, m3.
Measurement height above the ground, m.
Roughness sublayer depth above the ground, m.

Acronyms
ALEXI
BR
BREB
CV
DTD
EC
GOES
MOST
MODIS
MSG
N
FT_1 and FT_2
TSEB
SA
SEB
SR
SR-LST
RMSD
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Atmosphere-Land Exchange Inverse model
Bowen ratio
Bowen Ratio Energy Balance method
Coefﬁcient of variation
Dual-Temperature-Difference method
Eddy Correlation method
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
Monin - Obukhov Similarity Theory
Moderate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
Meteosat Second Generation
Number of samples
Flux towers 1 and 2
Two Source Energy Balance model
Simulating annealing
Surface Energy Balance
Surface Renewal
Surface Renewal involving LST
Root mean square difference
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